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Sultan Movie is an upcoming Indian
Tamil-language thriller film produced by

Devan and directed by Sekhar
Kammula.The film stars Siddharth and

Tamannaah in the lead roles with Akshay
Kumar in an extended cameo role.

Mahathkumar , Thiagarajan, Sadiq, Anil
Nithyanandam, Madhumitha, and

Sampath Raj. Sultan Movie Release Date
: May 2, 2021 Sultan Movie Character

Poster Released Sultan Movie Mp3 Song
Released Watch latest exciting trailer of
Sultan Movie, download Sultan movie

soundtrack and mp3 songs. Sultan Movie
started shooting in May 2018 and it was
later announced that the film would star
Jayam Ravi, Madhumitha, Thiagarajan,
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and Siddharth. In August 2018, the film's
title was announced as Sultan and a press
release was shared. Also, in August 2018,
it was announced that Sekhar Kammula

would direct the film and be writer of the
script. At the same time, Akshay Kumar

was confirmed to play the role of the
villain, and would also act in the film

alongside Siddharth and Tamannaah as
his wife. In October 2018, the film's title

was changed to Sultan and it was
announced that the film's title would be a
tribute to the Hindi film R.K.Lal's 1967
film, Sultan. The official trailer of the

film was unveiled on 21 December 2018
and was originally titled Sultan'. In

January 2019, it was announced that
Thiagarajan would be replacing

Madhumitha as the film's female lead due
to a dispute with that actress' manager. In
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February 2019, it was announced
that Sampath Raj would play a pivotal

role in the film and that Siddharth would
have a pivotal role in the film.

Thiagarajan also confirmed that she
would have a role in the film. In February

2019, Akshay Kumar confirmed his
participation in the film after a short

teaser. In March 2019, the first still was
released, showing a few glimpses of the

upcoming film. In April 2019, the
official posters of Akshay Kumar and

Siddharth began to feature. In May 2019,
Thiagarajan was revealed to be playing a

supporting role. In July 2019, the film
was titled Sultan and the first look poster

was released. In August 2019,
Thiagarajan's teaser was released. In
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